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Dr. Theodore S. Sergi surprised many of his colleagues recently when he announced he would take "early retirement" from his position as Commissioner of Education for the State of Connecticut. A doctor of philosophy and a doctor of law, he said he hopes to return to the classroom as a high school teacher. A proud graduate of the New York City public schools, he is an Economics graduate of Hobart College, and he holds a master's degree from Trinity College. He earned a Ph.D. in Educational Administration and a law degree from the University of Connecticut. Dr. Sergi has served as the state's 12th Education Commissioner since 1994, overseeing an annual budget of $2 billion. A Connecticut educator for more than three decades, he comes by his passion for education naturally: both his mother and wife are school teachers. As the CEO of the state's Department of Education, he has made raising expectations for improved academic achievement a top priority. Commissioner Sergi has focused his efforts on Connecticut's neediest schools and has worked to improve urban education. He has also emphasized character education, community service programs and international education while concentrating on such important realities as improving first-grade reading skills. He has led efforts to equalize school financing, initiate the state's testing program, and begin the comprehensive planning and public reporting of all education data. The Commissioner has earned the respect of Connecticut's teachers and administrators by keeping the needs of the state's students always at the forefront. Sacred Heart University is proud to salute this dedicated public servant, to wish him Godspeed in his new career, and thank him for the benefit of his example over the years. We have the privilege this 17th day of May, 2003, to bestow the degree, Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*, on Theodore S. Sergi.
Program

Processional

Donald W. Brodeur, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
Mace Bearer and Marshal

Words of Welcome

Thomas V. Forget, Ph.D.
Vice President for Academic Affairs

National Anthem

Father Gustavo Falla
Interim Director of Campus Ministry

Invocation

Linda Strong, Ed.D.
Assistant Professor, Nursing

Faculty Greeting

Mary G. Trefry, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Management

Graduate Student Address

Dana Skopp
Chairperson, Council of Graduate Students

Conferral of Honorary Degree

Anthony J. Cernera, Ph.D.
President, Sacred Heart University

Theodore S. Sergi, Ph.D., J.D.
Citation read by Jane Gangi, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Education
Hood vested by Robert J. Matura, Trustee

Commencement Address

Theodore S. Sergi, Ph.D., J.D.
Commissioner of Education, State of Connecticut

Presentation of Candidates for Graduate Degrees

Reading of the candidates' names by Department Chairs or their representative

Claire J. Paolini, Ph.D.
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

Stephen M. Brown, Ed.D.
Dean of the College of Business

Patricia W. Walker, Ed.D.
Dean of the College of Education and Health Professions

Nancy L. Sidoti, M.A.T.
Interim Dean of University College

Conferral of Degrees and Presentation of Diplomas

Anthony J. Cernera, Ph.D.

Alma Mater

Benediction

Domenick Pinto, M.A.
Chairperson and Associate Professor, Computer Science

Recessional
Alma Mater

1. Hail to thee, our Alma Mater, Pioneers are we.
2. Alma Mater, grant us wisdom, Heart and mind renew.

1. Sacred Heart's proud sons and daughters Stand in unity.
2. Love and Truth, her guiding vision. Hail to S-H-U.

CHORUS

Swell the chorus, praise her glory, On our fields and in these halls.

Loyal hearts proclaim her story. Red and White o'er all.

© Copyright 1998, Sacred Heart University, Fairfield, CT 06432.
Words: Ralph L. Corrigan, et al. Music: Margaret A. Palliser, OP.
All rights reserved.

Music

Nutmeg Brass

Commencement Choir

under the direction of
Margaret A. Palliser, O.P., S.T.D.
Assistant Vice President for Mission
Director, Center for Mission Education and Reflection
The official seal of Sacred Heart University was introduced on July 22, 1963. It was designed by Frank Sullivan, an art teacher in New Jersey. Sullivan had been commissioned to design the seal by his friend, Dr. Maurice J. O'Sullivan, Sacred Heart University's first academic dean. The original pen and ink hangs in the diocesan museum at The Catholic Center in Bridgeport.

The original seal consists of a shield, a surrounding wreath of hearts and flowers, and the inscription “Universitas Sacri Cordis” in large letters on the outside of the seal and “Dioecesis Bridgeportensis, 1963” on the inner circle.

The shield consists of a dexter — the right-hand side of a shield (the left as seen by the viewer) — and a sinister, the left-hand side of a shield. The dexter impalement bears the jurisdictional arms of the Diocese of Bridgeport. The bridge above waves of flowing water affords an apt expression of the name of the diocese that encompasses Fairfield County, Connecticut, where Sacred Heart University is located. The bridge represents service, which forges strong bonds of understanding and unity between diverse constituencies, while the vivifying water symbolizes the “port” by which new knowledge and ideas energize the scholars who commit themselves to the disciplines of academic inquiry. The Cross of Our Faith above the bridge dignifies the other symbols and identifies the University as a community that celebrates the richness of the Catholic intellectual tradition.

The sinister impalement displays the personal coat of arms of the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the founder of Sacred Heart University and the second Bishop of the Diocese of Bridgeport. The central checkered bar, taken from the Curtis family coat of arms, suggests the collaborative nature of the learning community in which each individual member contributes to the integrity of the whole. The two diamond-shaped lozenges, taken from the Costello family shield to honor the Bishop's mother, are placed in the upper portion to highlight the University’s two most precious treasures: Love, the compassion of God as symbolized in the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and Truth, the goal of all scholarly activity. The University shield also honors Mary, the Seat of Wisdom, by including the crescent moon, which is the symbol of Our Lady under the title of the Immaculate Conception, chosen to signify the years that Bishop Curtis spent as a professor of moral theology at Immaculate Conception Seminary.

The Name

Sacred Heart University was founded in 1963 by the Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, S.T.D., the second Bishop of the Diocese of Bridgeport, to provide an institution of higher education that would serve the needs of the people of the diocese and region, regardless of their sex, race, creed or religion.

In October 1962, Bishop Curtis announced both the plan to open a college the following September, and its name, “Sacred Heart.” The choice of name had a dual origin: it was the name of the Bishop’s first pastorate in Bloomfield, N.J., and was a pledge from the Bishop attesting to the value of such an institution.
The Mission

Sacred Heart University is a coeducational, independent, comprehensive institution of higher learning in the Catholic intellectual tradition whose primary objective is to prepare men and women to live in and make their contributions to the human community.

The University aims to assist in the development of people who are knowledgeable of self, rooted in faith, educated in mind, compassionate in heart, responsive to social and civic obligations, and able to respond to an ever-changing world. It does this by calling forth the intellectual potential of its students, nurturing each one’s spiritual and moral growth, and deepening in them a sense of social responsibility. The University is committed to combining education for life with preparation for professional excellence.

Sacred Heart University challenges its students to think critically, analyze carefully, evaluate with a sense of justice and proportion, and convey conclusions in an intelligible and articulate fashion. The University provides the environment in which its students can develop the aesthetic dimension of life by nurturing their abilities to imagine, create and appreciate. It assists students to acquire a rich understanding of their own cultural and family heritages so as to assume their responsibilities as conveyors and creators of culture and family.

As a community of teachers and scholars, Sacred Heart University exists for the pursuit of truth. It joins with other colleges and universities in the task of expanding human knowledge and deepening human understanding. It encourages and supports the scholarly and artistic work of its faculty and students. Further, it has a responsibility to share its resources and its special gifts and talents for the betterment of the human community. All members of the University community are strongly encouraged to participate in the wider community through service to others, especially the poor.

From its founding, the University has been recognized for its caring approach to students. This approach expresses the University’s belief that each student is born with a unique set of qualities and skills. It respects the personal and academic freedom of each of its members while at the same time fostering a genuine experience of community. By so doing, it creates the environment in which each person in the University shares in common goals and a common commitment to truth, justice and concern for others.

The Mace

During the Middle Ages, the wood mace clad in metal was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of dignity and authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th century English and French kings; by the end of the 16th century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the use of the ceremonial mace is found in the British House of Parliament, carried before ecclesiastical dignitaries and in university and college commencements and convocations.

The Sacred Heart University Mace traditionally is carried by the senior tenured faculty member and represents the President’s responsibility as the chief academic and administrative officer of the University. Commissioned by President Anthony J. Cernera, Ph.D., to mark the University’s 25th commencement, the mace is made of rosewood, mahogany, walnut and bronze.
Tradition holds that the cap and gown were first used in ancient Greece when only youths of wealthy parents or those with patrons attended school. The wise teachers of the time believed that fine clothing and jewels should not be worn by the scholar but rather, that the scholar should wear the garments of the worker.

In the United States, the gown commonly worn for both the associate’s and bachelor’s degrees has pointed sleeves (with a slit for the arm). It is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The gown for the doctoral degree has bell-shaped open sleeves. All gowns are black and without trimming with the exception of the doctoral gown, which normally is trimmed with velvet, has three bars or chevrons on the sleeves and may be in distinctive color(s) governed by the school granting that degree. The master’s and doctoral gowns may be worn open.

Upon graduation, students of old carried a mortarboard showing them to be masons of the future destined to build empires or cities or fountains of wisdom on the firm foundation of knowledge. To this day, graduates wear mortarboard caps and gowns, symbolizing that they are builders of the future.

The history of the hood, with which degree recipients are invested, dates back to 13th century England. Whether its origin is ecclesiastical or secular has never been settled. Hoods are two-and-one-half feet long for the associate’s, three feet for the bachelor’s, three-and-one-half feet for the master’s and four feet for the doctor’s degree. The hood is lined with the colors of the institution — red and white, in the case of Sacred Heart University. The color of the trim indicates the academic degree — white for arts, letters and humanities (B.A.), golden yellow for science (B.S.).

The hoods of those with graduate degrees, as well as the tassels on the mortarboards of the undergraduates, are often in the color associated with the academic field of specialization, as follows:

- White
  - Arts, Letters and Humanities
- Purple
  - Law
- Teal
  - Physical Therapy
- Drab
  - Business
- Crimson
  - Media Studies
- Golden Yellow
  - Science
- Light Blue
  - Education
- Pink
  - Music
- Citron
  - Sociology, Social Work and Criminal Justice
- Brown
  - Fine Arts
- Apricot
  - Nursing
- Scarlet
  - Theology
- Dark Blue
  - Philosophy
  - Religious Studies
Honor Societies

Delta Mu Delta
National Honor Society for Business Administration

Christopher C. Auddino
Scott A. Addison
Sabina A. Bilinsky
Danielle N. Colangelo
Gene R. Dziezyk
Robert H. Exner
Mark R. Ferrer
Julie L. Fimbers
Mary C. Fricke

James M. Hollis
Alexander P. Lazor
Dennis Edward McNamara II
Augusta S. Mueller
Gerardo Ortiz
Brian T. Parker
Heather L. Pastir
David G. Richards
Daniel B. Ruskin

Sigma Theta Tau
International Nursing Honor Society

Gregory H. Emmens II
Linda S. Ferro
Francis P. Gorman
Jose L. Latorre
Nancy M. Peterson
Graduate Academic Awards
College of Arts and Sciences

Department of Chemistry
Academic Excellence
Jason R. Cataldo
Hangyan Luo
Adam J. Soda

Department of Computer Science and Information Technology
Medal of Excellence
Birgitte Elbek
Academic Excellence
Laurie A. LaRusso
Outstanding Master’s Project
Karen S. Ryan

Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies
Academic Excellence
Andrew C. Bamber

College of Business
Department of Management
Academic Excellence
Christopher C. Auddino
Thomas E. Bertoni
Agnes R. Cawai
Roddy J. Diotalevi
Alison P. Groenstein
Augusta S. Mueller
Thanhvan T. Ngo
Thomas Sauter
Jennifer A. Sturtevant

Health Systems Management
Academic Excellence
Cheryl C. Murillo
Graduate Academic Awards
College of Education and Health Professions

Department of Education

Dean’s Leadership
Outstanding Master’s Project
Medal of Excellence
Outstanding Research
Outstanding Master’s Project
Academic Excellence
Dean’s Leadership
Dr. Thomas Pepe Award
Outstanding Research
Academic Excellence
Outstanding Master’s Project
Outstanding Thesis
Medal of Excellence
Dean’s Leadership
Outstanding Administrative Practicum
Outstanding Administrative Practicum
Outstanding Thesis

Cheryl J. Biekert
Mary E. Dargie
Lori Ercoli
Andrea J. Gaetano
Diane M. Gordon
Alice R. Hallowell
Laura E. Jamison
Anna Koltyn
Brian C. Levesque
Lisa A. Meaie
Mary Ellen Pacific
Norman V. Rancourt
Eileen R. Reilly
Gregory J. Samul
Carol Stephens-Klipp
Michael L. Vose
Laurie M. Zaneski

Department of Nursing

Outstanding Field Placement
Academic Excellence
Medal of Excellence
Outstanding Master’s Project
Dean’s Leadership

Gregory H. Emmens II
Linda S. Ferro
Francis P. Gorman
Francis P. Gorman
Jose L. Latorre

Department of Occupational Therapy

Academic Excellence
Medal of Excellence

Tracey L. Niedbala
Patricia M. Welch

Department of Physical Therapy

Dean’s Leadership
Outstanding Professional Service

Abby N. Crotty
Brandon J. Westfield
Candidates for Graduation
College of Education and Health Professions

Department of Education

Professional Certificate
Administration
Cheryl Biekert
Christopher Michael Cassidy
Stephen J. Cravinho #
Claudia A. Danna
Anlise Donofrio
Patricia M. Feeney
Robert C. Fontaine
Elizabeth Gjelaj Merturi *
Kathleen C. Greider
Janet V. Horton *

Department of Nursing

Post Master’s Certificate
Family Nurse Practitioner
Cathleen L. Caulfield

College of Arts and Sciences

Department of Chemistry

Master of Science
Jason Robert Cataldo #
Daliris C. Gomez #
Hangyan Luo #
Christopher John Mach
Jennifer Lynn Prinkey #
Confesol Rodriguez #
Kenneth Seaver #
Adam J. Socia #
Anna B. Valko
Jeffrey Wayne Van Deusen *

Department of Computer Science & Informational Technology

Master of Science
Computer Science
Richard Arriaga
Edward J. Bednarik *
Prescott W. Chartier, Jr.
Tong Chen
Xing Chen
Hao Cheng
Song Dai #
Fei Deng #
Birgitte Elbek
Kenneth F. Fearnley *
Krzysztof Gawin #
Brian J. Greene

Christopher Harry #
Susan Gayle Haskins
Oanh Hoang
Shunfeng Hu
Weigi Huang
Steven Ira Jacobs
Pingsheng Lang
Laurie A. LaRusso
Hung Le #
Xiaohua Li #
Wen Liao
Shuan-En Titus Lin
Latife Habib Makhoul
Chattraporn Maneepetch
Utkarsh R. Nagori
Jose Antonio Ng
Edgar Enrique Palacios
Lisa Kohanek Pecunia *

* August 2002 Graduate
# December 2002 Graduate
** June 2002 Luxembourg Graduate
College of Business

Department of Management

Master of Business Administration

August 2003

Candidates in Attendance

Virginia Anderson **
Timothy M. Anto
Roger A. Assaker **
Christopher Charles Auddino
Michael J. Balint #
Belinda Barbieri *
Lori L. Benesch #
Thomas E. Berton #
Achala S. Bhushan #
Sabrina A. Bilinsky
Melanie M. Bodetti *
Rene K. Botsoe *
Georges Bouraad **
Terri-Ann Bunche
Barbara Capasso *
Kimberly A. Capasso-Amara
Agnes R. Cawai *
Rocio Delcarmen Chavez *
Palmer Charles Chiappetta *
Diann P. Clarke #
Danielle Nicole Colangelo
Jeffrey L. Conelius #
Marcy E. Constantine
Michelle E. Cornelio
Jose Deguzman
Matthew Delpozzo *
Sarah Michelle DeRoberts #
Brian Di Stasio
Roddy Diotallevi
Dinesh B. Dwarakanath #
Jo-Anne Quiwa Elliott
Mark R. Ferrer
Darla Fusaz **
Jennifer A. Galizia *
Victoria Nicole Gehring **
Rebekah Habinowski #
James Anthony Gill #
Marcia A. Graham-Ford
Alison Potts Groenstein *
Marian Hampel #
Douglas E. Hempstead
Faith R. Hunt *
Michael P. Iorfino *
Renee L. Jackson
Nina Jansen **
Pani P. Jayasuriya #
Patrycja A. Joczyn *
Michael Joyce *
Wayne M. Kakos
Girish Vasant Kelkar
Shelby M. Keller #
Heather Lyn Kenrick *
Sengchanh Khenmy
Stephen Kozek
Kevin M. Kozek #
Lauren E. Kulmann
Elena P. LaFrance *
Thuan Le *
Linh Le
Krystyna Leszczynski #
Malgorzata Lewandowska *
Sandra Jeanne Lombardi *
Kimberley Anne Lowden #
Crystal Flaherty Malin #
Karen Martin *
Evan B. Marto
Deborah A. Massiah #
Robert James Mather
Mary Kate McAndrews
Silvia Johanna Mideros *
Paulette Eloise Morris *
Richard Paul Mould, Jr. *
Augusta S. Mueller
Louis A. Nault #
Judith Ann Neary
Thanhvan T. Ngo *
Gerardo Ortiz
Brian Parker
Yvonne Petrasovits
Orlando Prada #

Department of Philosophy & Religious Studies

Master of Arts

Religious Studies

Andrew Corlett Bamber
Maria Iannuccillo
Ronald Joseph Pierpaoli
Master of Business Admin., cont.
Natalie Marie Raduazzo
Magdalena J. Rafalko
Rizwan Ramzan *
Antonio J. Reis *
Lydia I. Riquelme *
Winifred D. Roberts #
Christopher D. Rowe #
Antonios Sakalis *
Thomas Sauter *
Anthony G. Sepe *
Paul J. Sideleau #
Mariusz Sobczak #
Arkadiusz Sokal
Sandra D. Spence *
Kira Stewart
Brian William Stiewing *
Jennifer A. Sturtevant *
James Bawoi Suglo #
Elizabeth Thomas**
Tanya Wulf Truax
Konstantinos Gus Tsirakidis #
Robert Tullonge #
Marissa Nancy Vallillo
Vincent J. Vartuli #
Wendy Melissa Vassar *
Luigi F. Veltri *
Melissa A. Victor #
John W. Winslow
Leigh Wojcak *
Thomas Michael Wuestkamp
Kristen J. Zavo
Craig A. Zecca **

August 2003
Candidates in Attendance
Scott A. Addison
Caroline Cerro
Lovely Choudhury
Barbara Lynn Curran
Dana D. D'Elia
Gregory DeSanti
Russ Dostilio
Jeffrey L. Ellis
Rayad S. Fayad
Ryan Q. Flaherty
Sylwia Gorbal
James Michael Hollis
Shimalatha Joseph
Sharna R. McClain Kozak
Lazena Kromopawiro-Leckie
Bonnie M. Leavy-Mello
Carlos Lopes
Jennifer Maria Martire
Dennis Edward McNamara, II
Terry J. Mohan
Luz M. Montoya
David George Richards
Michele Rosado
Daniel B. Ruskin
Farheen Z. Shah
Ann Elizabeth Skelcher
Merilyn Rose Smith
Marisa Vilhena
John Walnycky
Kay Wicht

Master of Health Systems Management
Herminio Alamo *
Rey Crispino Cortes #
Cheryl Chisefsky Murillo
Susan M. Tenney *
College of Education and Health Professions

Department of Education

Master of Arts in Teaching

Elene S. Aaron *
Aimee Aiken *
Aniello Albero *
M. Rafael Allen
Rosemarie Altieri *
Yasmin K. Assaf
Rebecca Astin *
Mark D. Athanas
Andres Ayala, Jr.
Bridget Mary Baird #
William J. Balsewicz, III *
Tricia Baran *
Sandra Jane Bascetta *
Elizabeth A. Becker *
Matthew J. Benaroch *
Kirstie Page Benedict #
Britta Ann Bengtson #
Kathryn D. Bernier #
Amanda Billone *
Chantel Crochetiere Boeger #
Lisa Jane Bahl Boguszewski
Joseph E. Bordeau *
Amy L. Brackett *
Karen Taraskiewicz Browne
Jamie Buchholz *
Ashley Elizabeth Buchta
Connie S. Buecker
Victoria Lynn Busam *
Christine Busch #
Karen Patricia Butler *
Jennifer Ann Calvo
David Joseph Campopiano *
Gregory Frank Cannito *
Andrea L. Cardiff #
Theresa A. Carley *
Debra Lynn Carlsen *
Deanna Cerro *
Amy Rose Choronzy

Mario Ciccarini *
Rebekka A. Coakley #
Kimberly Ann Cochran *
William G. Colelli
Robin J. Collins *
Dorothy Mustard Compton #
Kelley Marie Concascia #
Dana Concascia-Kerop *
Jennifer M. Connelly
Paul Coorsen
John A. Corcoran, Jr.
Katherine Cordani #
Deborah J. Cornwell
Christine L. Coursen #
Jennifer Crawley *
Erin A. Creswell #
Antoinette M. Criscuolo
Philip J. Cruz
Kathy Bailey Curran #
Tanya Rene Curran #
Seth Douglas Danner *
Wendy Anne Davis
George Bryan Dawe
Nancy G. de Regt
Elizabeth A. Derwin #
Suzan Margaret DiMarco
Lisa A. Dobbs *
Stephen M. Donahue
Patricia A. Donofrio *
Emily C. D'Onofrio *
Timothy C. Downey *
Julie A. Droller
Kristin Dayna Dugan *
Nicole Danielle Duggan
Ami Lyn Easterlin #
Candace Elizabeth #
Laura Donohue Ellwanger *
Lori Ercoli

Renee Marisa Fahey *
Nancy E. Fargo *
Denise Farina
Jacinda Marie Felix
Tia M. Feuerstein *
Mary Ann Fichera
Stephanie R. Fissette #
Kelly Dannell Fitzgerald *
Karolyn V. Fleegal *
Kathleen Culliton Flewellyn
Rebecca Anne Friedman *
Jessica Anne Friedman
Meaghan Ann Fullam *
Linda S. Fuller
Dawn Marie Fuzie *
Michelle Gaeta *
Christine Galante *
Michyael Garber
Erin Mary Gartland *
Jessyca Marice Gatewood #
Steven Gazzini
Christina S. Geary #
Ronald Gibson
Lyn M. Gilbert #
Timothy F. Gilson *
Kristin M. Gladding *
Samantha Helene Gold
Diane M. Gordon
Angela M. Gott
Thad S. Grabowski #
Patricia Jean Gray *
Cinnamon Tamika Green #
Ryan E. Green
Michelle Evelyn Grefe
Michelle Joyce Grenier
Jean Gresham
Shelby Guerin *
Stacey E. Guertin *
Master of Arts in Teaching, cont.

Lisa J. Gunderman *
Michelle M. Gwiazdowski
Alice Rich Hallowell
Katherine S. Ham *
Maria Handrinos *
Lauren Hanscomb
Kristen Hardy *
Alex R. Harvey
Richard J. Henderson *
Anna M. Heuchling
Joanne M. Higgins *
Andrea L. Hubbard *
Brian E. Humpal
Linda S. Hunnewell *
Andrea Nicole Imundi
Kiersten E. Jennings *
Tricia Marie Johnson *
Kimberley Jones *
Denise S. Jones *
Megan Marie Joseph *
Rebecca Kaplan *
Mary Elizabeth Keane
Stacey Wozniak Kelleher *
Debra K. Kendall *
Denise Kennedy
Bryan Jade Kersey *
Michael Kiefer *
Kathryn Lee Kilian *
Kaitlin Marie Kisiel *
Andrea Lyn Klancko *
Johanna Rose Knapik *
Nancy Knips
Michelle Knowe *
Laura Michelle Knox *
Laurel Langle Kohn *
Elizabeth A. Kraemer *
Robert Kuhsel *
Kathleen Durga Kuvalanka
Kristin Mary LaBant *
Kerry Laboy *
Teralyn Ann LaChance
Elena H. Lavigne *
Lynn Cheryl Lee

Elizabeth LeRay *
Tina Lichtenberger *
Derreck F. Lilly
Stanley Earnest Lintner
Elisa Amaro Lizano *
Kelley Longo *
Dawn Marie Lopes *
Jacqueline Ann Luce *
Daniel Luciano *
Timothy E. Lynch *
Carrie B. Lynch *
Cynthia Lynn MacGregor *
Timothy Dean Maclure *
Terese M. Maguire
Jennifer Anne Marini *
Regina Maria Markovitz *
Ming C. Marrin *
Kristina Jane Martinneau *
Alicen Anne Masi
Meredith A. Mastroni *
Dawn May
Jennifer L. McKernan *
Patricia H. McAuley
Steven Denis McCauley *
Jennifer Ann McCarthy *
Sheila C. McDermott *
Sara Ann McGarry *
Jennifer A. McGuire
Suzanne Aubra Medwar *
Teresa Marie Melonson *
Denise Mencel *
Michele M. Messina *
Sean Stephen Mignone
Heather Leah Mish
Martin Andrew Mylniec *
Louis Monaco, III
Donald Claude Morest
Allison Morse-Griswold *
Ernest Evelt Moss *
John Mrakovcich *
Laurie Catherine Mullen
Kimberly Musante *
Margo Z. Myers *
Rebecca Nadler
Kara L. Nargi *

Matthew Elias Nasser *
Georgia Elaine Mulcahy Needham
David V. Nielsen *
Linda C. Norman *
Agnes M. Obara *
Susan E. Olah *
Doreen Maddy O'Leary *
Rachael J. Orgel *
Rosina Palladino
Claudia Palladino *
Samantha Roseann Palma
Sandra G. Pantaleo
Rebecca M. Paoletto *
Suzanne Ellen Papageorge
Douglas J. Parulis *
Danielle Rose Pasqua *
Angela Marie Paulone
Angela Pellicci
Maria Peneda *
Monica J. Peterson *
Meghan Kathleen Phipps *
Jaclyn Phipps *
Patrice Bryant Pollard
Catherine Powell *
Meredith A. Powell
Vernona Spencer Price *
William F. Priest *
Steven K. Pringle
Joseph Pullia
Matthew Purwinis
Katherine C. Pyskaty *
Erika Racz *
Dawn Lynn Reilly
Rose Mary Renzi *
Jennifer M. Ribeiro
Erin Rice *
Matthew J. Roberto
Francisco Rodgriguez
Jeremiah D. Ross
Kimberly Lauren Rossi *
Corinne E. Rossi *
Joan K. Roxbury *
Richard James Ruppel
Gregory John Samul
Lisa A. Santamaria *
Department of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing
Family Nurse Practitioner
Gregory Howard Emmens, II
Linda S. Ferro
Francis Paul Gorman
Jose L. Latorre
Stephanie Louise Wilborne

Master of Science in Nursing
Nursing
Karen L. Booth
Kimberly A. Foito *
Nancy Margaret Peterson
James R. Wittstein *

Department of Occupational Therapy

Master of Science

Jennifer Ann Dirrane *
Heather Danelle Harrison #
Sabrina Ann Kenny *
Penny Pearsall *
Mary Elizabeth Plankey *
Susan Michele Raimondi #
Chana Schuck *
Lisa C. Zaccarini *

August 2003
Candidates in attendance
Kelly Kristin Chamberlain
Melissa Lynn Demetrio
Melissa Hotchkiss
Meghan C. Langevin
Lori E. Leslie
Tracey Lynne Niedbala
Patricia Marie Welch
Department of Physical Therapy

Master of Science

Tara Marie Bowler
Amy Marie Brogle
John Sebastian Chmielewski
George Ciresi, III
Matthew N. Contino
Abby Nicholls Crotty
Karen M. Fallon
Christina Lynn French
Tara L. Gerber
Ditte Hadden
Monica Kansal
Jennifer Kovalusky
Todd David Lamoreau
Noel C. Lang
Todd E. Lichtfus
Christina P. Machielson
Michelle A. Majeski
Joel C. Paul
Kelly Rastogi
Antonio M. Reale
Catherine Rigoli
Kristi M. Rosa
Brian Richard Smith
Christine S. Stevens
Elizabeth Tangney
Tracy E. Taylor
Christopher E. Titcomb
Angela J. Vernice
Corey Camille Weibel
Brandon Jon Westfield
Lee Ann Wheaton

University College

Master of Arts in Learning

Bradley Robert Adams *
Daria Bakony Baldyga *
Jana Lyn Conway *
Carol Dunn *
Clifford E. Emanuelson, Jr. *
Clifford J. Emanuelson *
Barbara Gill *
Sarah Y. Hathaway *
Traci S. Healy *
Cheryl Rebecca Izzo *
Sharon B. Jaffe *
Lois Massaro John *
Carol Maxwell *
Patricia W. Mears *
Joseph D. Musto *
Chris Anne Obida *
Pamela D. Rossetti *
Elena C. Scavetta *
Tracy E. Shedlock *
Ellen W. Slavinsky *
John J. Theisen *
Penelope Clark Watt *

August 2003
Candidates in attendance
Sandra A. Lefebvre
Thomas J. Surat

The preceding does not constitute an official graduation list.
The students listed here were candidates for the degree or honor indicated at the program printing deadline.